WFO Publications Available Now

**Rare Birds of California**

Edited by Robert A. Hamilton, Michael A. Patten, and Richard A. Erickson: 600 pages, many photographs, original paintings and sketches, maps, and charts. Originating from the California Bird Records Committee, this book summarizes and interprets all reports of rare birds in California. A work of art as well as a work of science, it offers value to birders throughout North America. It stands as a landmark in our understanding of bird migration, distribution, and vagrancy.

Price is $60 for WFO members, $65.99 for nonmembers, including shipping and handling. California residents add 8.25% sales tax.

**California Bird Species of Special Concern**

Edited by W. David Shuford and Thomas Gardali: 450 pages, many maps and original sketches by Tim Manolis and Andy Birch. This collaboration with the California Department of Fish and Game and 48 contributing authors addresses the status and ecology of 63 species and subspecies of conservation concern, with focus on the threats they face and the management they need. It is indispensable to any field ornithologist, conservationist, wildlife biologist, biological consultant, and planner in California.

Price only $12.

Order your copies now from Allen Press, at http://bookstore.allenmm.com or by phone at 800-627-0326.